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Animal studies suggest that factors beyond those related
to basic needs such as nutrition and physical environment
play an important role in reproduction. Consistent with
the animal studies, several biological hypotheses relate
stress to human subfertility. They include hypotheses of
stress acting on the central nervous system, the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis, which interferes with hormones involved in ovulation, and spermatogenesis. Direct influence on the reproductive organs from the autonomic nervous system has also been suggested (1).Furthermore animal studies support the hypothesis of early
embryonal loss due to stress. However, various problems
exist in human stress research, a major one being the lack
of consensus on how to define and measure stress. Selye
(2) defined general stress as an individual state of arousal and displeasure, whereas the exposures resulting in
stress can be defined as stressors. Various intermediate
factors that can modify a person's reaction towards stressors have been described. They include social network
and coping strategies, including stress-modulating habits such as smoking and caffeine and alcohol intake. The
fact that difficulties in obtaining a pregnancy do not necessarily pertain to one person may also complicate research on stress and fertility; the problem may pertain to
the male, the female, or the couple. Thus couples may
have problems with fertility due to the disruption of hormones essential to ovulation or spermatogenesis, interference with transport of the ovum or sperm cells, inhibited fertilization, inhibited transportation of the fertilized
ovum, lack of implantation, or early pregnancy loss.
The aim of this report is to provide a short review of
human studies on general psychosocial stress, stressors,
work-related psychosocial factors and infertility. Social
network and coping strategies have only been considered
as potential modifiers or confounders of the association.

Methods
The literature was searched in MEDLINE by the use of
the following key words: stress, human; stress, psychological; reproduction; strain; infertility; fertility; work;
pressure. In addition a manual search of references cited
in the literature retrieved from MEDLINE was carried
out.

Results
Very little literature exists on the effects of psychological stress on male reproduction (3). Most human studies
have been carried out on samples from infertility clinics,
and the majority of them are case-referent studies not
considering male-mediated effects. In most studies the
cases were women with infertility problems, while the
referents were selected from populations of pregnant
women, women with no pregnancy experience or desire,
women from prepregnancy planning centers, or women
booking for tubal ligation (4). These studies result in
knowledge about the potential coexistence of psychological stress and subfertility, but fail to clarify the causal
direction. A variety of stress-related measures have been
used, including measures of grief, anxiety, depression,
self-esteem, psychosocial adaptation, and sexual identity. Most studies found that women with infertility problems report higher levels of stress than referents. No difference in the level of stress was found between women
with infertility due to tubal damage and ovulatory failure. Longitudinal studies of couples during the examination and treatment for infertility also show an increasing
level of stress with time (5).
Studies based on general populations defined by work
(lawyers, slaughterhouse, hospital or office workers, college students), or living area have also been conducted.
In these studies the stress exposure was irregular or in-
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convenient workhours, piecework, a high level of job or
study demands, lack of job control, and psychosomatic
symptoms, stressful life events or psychological distress
(6, 7). The effect on fertility was measured as waiting
time to pregnancy, menstrual disturbances, abortions, or
semen characteristics.
Most studies of stress and spontaneous abortions have
been well designed and have used validated stress measures with extensive adjustment for potential confounders. However, data have nlostly been collected after the
women became aware of the pregnancy outcome. In the
study of Neugebauer et a1 (8) all the participants had experienced an abortion. They found that the risk of chromosomally normal abortions increased with increased
level of stress when compared with chromosomally abnormal abortions. All the other studies on stress and spontaneous abortion show consistently increased risks of
abortion with an increased level of stress although two
of the studies were not statistically significant.
Studies on menstrual cycle characteristics and semen
characteristics are more heterogenous, and the findings
less evident. Hjollund et a1 (9, 10) have carried out a follow-up study on general and work-related psychosocial
factors and waiting time to pregnancy among 393 couples recruited by nationwide mailing to some 50 000 selected trade union members. They were first-time pregnancy planners without knowledge of their own reproductive capability. Distress was assessed by the general
health questionnaire (GHQ), and work-related stressors
were measured according to Karasek's model for job demands and decision latitude. Exposure assessment was
carried out in each menstrual cycle prior to the knowledge about whether pregnancy was obtained. Extensive
adjustment for potential confounders, including frequency of intercourse, was carried out. Menstrual cycles in
which the women experienced a high level of distress
(>80 percentile on GHQ score) were less likely to result
in a clinically recognized pregnancy [fecundability odds
ratio (OR) = 0.6,95% confidence interval (95% CI) 0.41.01. A total of 297 women worked more than 25 hours
per week. Women with job strain (a high level of job
demands and lack of job control) were less likely to conceive (OR 0.9,95% CI 0.5-1.5) than other women; both
results were statistically insignificant.

Discussion
The case-referent studies of stress among infertile couples are heterogeneous, but the results are obvious. The
interpretation is hampered by the lack of knowledge
about the direction of causality. Furthermore, the finding of a similar level of stress among women with tuba1
and ovulatory infertility fail to support the hypothesis of
stress causing infertility through hormonal or neurohormonal pathways.

Studies on stress and spontaneous abortion are prone
to recall bias, except for the study of Neugebauer et a1
(8), in which all the participants had experienced abortion.
Cross-sectional and retrospective studies of waiting
time to pregnancy are prone to recall bias, planning bias,
behavioral modification bias, and medical intervention
bias, and several other sources of bias described in detail by Weinberg et al (11).Hjollund and his colleagues
attempted to avoid these potential problems by including only couples without knowledge of their own fecundity. Recall bias was eliminated by assessing the exposure prior to knowledge about the outcome. However,
participation in the study was rather demanding. Thus the
study population may have been selected couples, with
low levels of stress and little exposure contrast explaining the insignificant associations.

Concluding remarks
Further studies designed to bypass the potential sources
of bias are needed to explore the association between
stress and human fertility. Measures of biological markers such as sex hormones and stress-associated hormones
would allow additional testing of specific biological hypotheses of the association.
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